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Over the past several years, we have seen a wave of emerging technologies, from blockchain and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) to artificial intelligence (AI), demonstrate significant potential to alter and disrupt multiple sectors, including healthcare. All too often, though, the global health community is a late adopter of these promising new technologies. We believe that, as technologies like AI are still early-stage and rapidly evolving, the development community has an important opportunity to shape the market to ensure that technologies are appropriately and effectively introduced and scaled.

Recognizing the huge potential of AI in global health, The Rockefeller Foundation and United States Agency for International Development’s (USAID) Center for Innovation and Impact (CII) have partnered, in close coordination with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, to identify opportunities for donors, governments, investors, the private sector, and other stakeholders to explore and appropriately accelerate the development and cost-effective use of AI at scale in global health. With *AI in Global Health: Defining a Collective Path Forward*, we 1) explore the current state of the art of AI in healthcare to determine use cases with the highest potential in the global health context, 2) assess the most critical challenges to scaling AI in low and middle income countries to understand which barriers may require more strategic and deliberate intervention, and 3) explore potential investments as part of a coordinated approach to funding this space effectively.

It’s important to acknowledge that AI is a means to an end for global health impact and not always the right or best solution for every health challenge. AI is also one component, although an exciting one, of many under the broader digital health umbrella.

We are excited about the potential for AI to bring new solutions to entrenched global health challenges. We encourage your feedback and partnership so that we can continue building, adapting, and sharing our collective path forward. We look forward to hearing from you.
2. Introduction

Project Context and Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) has begun to create change in healthcare across developed markets, and has potential to drive game-changing improvements for underserved communities in global health. From enabling community-health workers to better serve patients in remote areas to helping governments in low and middle-income countries (LMICs) prevent deadly disease outbreaks before they occur, there is growing recognition of the tremendous potential of AI tools to break fundamental tradeoffs in health access, quality, and cost. Health systems in LMICs face obstacles including daunting shortages of workers, medical equipment, and other resources that require strategic and innovative approaches to overcome. AI tools have exciting potential not only to optimize existing resources and help overcome these workforce resource shortages, but also to greatly improve healthcare delivery and outcomes in low-income settings in ways never previously imagined.

While this excitement is welcome and has certainly been accompanied by a lot of hype, detailed analysis has been lacking on how best to deploy and effectively scale AI solutions in health systems across LMICs. As the global health and development communities know from prior experience, it is very challenging to take disruptive technology innovations from high-income countries and deploy and scale them so that they address the unique needs of, and have positive impacts on, populations in low-income environments. This paper is intended to fill a key gap by identifying both barriers to AI deployment at scale in LMICs and what actions can best accelerate the appropriate use of AI to improve health in LMIC contexts. In addition, as LMICs are shifting towards digitization, AI solutions like the ones presented in this report are becoming more attractive to addressing global health challenges.

This report reflects the outputs of an analysis carried out by two global health donors, USAID’s Center for Innovation and Impact (CII) and The Rockefeller Foundation – which was undertaken in close coordination with the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The Boston Consulting Group also facilitated and supported this analysis. The goal of this effort was to better understand where and how AI could be most impactful, and to develop actionable recommendations for coordinated investments. While there are many publications discussing the potential value of AI in healthcare and social impact, this report provides a holistic look at a wide range of potential AI use cases in global health and assesses which use cases may have the greatest impact and also presents the biggest challenges to scaling in low-resource contexts.

It is important to note that throughout our analysis we consider AI as a means to an end for improving healthcare in LMICs – not as an end in itself. While AI technologies hold great potential for improving healthcare around the globe, we recognize that these technologies are not silver bullets to solve entrenched global health challenges, and acknowledge that scaling AI technologies also has risks and tradeoffs. Therefore, it is critical that all efforts to drive acceleration of AI in global health, including those outlined in this report, are undertaken in alignment with the broader principles and best practices for digital health and global health technologies that have been developed in recent years. Chief among these principles is the notion that adoption, acceleration, and use of technologies should strengthen local health systems and must be owned and driven by the needs and priorities of LMIC governments and stakeholders in order to help them best serve the needs of their populations. This theme has been central to our work and is integrated throughout this document.

Footnotes

1. For the purposes of this project, our language on ‘accelerating the use of AI in global health’ refers specifically to scaling the use of AI in low and middle-income countries (LMICs) around the globe in order to improve access to, and quality of, healthcare for low-income and underserved populations.
3. Executive Summary

This report shares four key pieces of analysis to help drive thinking across the global health field about deploying and scaling artificial intelligence (AI) in global health:

1). An overview of AI use cases that could have the greatest impact on improving health quality, cost, and access in LMICs

2). Four groupings of AI use cases that show high potential for scale and impact in LMICs:
   a). AI-Enabled Population Health,
   b). Frontline Health Worker (FHW) Virtual Health Assistant,
   c). Patient Virtual Health Assistant, and
   d). Physician Clinical Decision Support Tools

3). A detailed assessment of critical challenges to scaling AI in LMICs: data availability and quality; sustainability of business models; data privacy, ethics, and ownership; regulatory and policy issues; health systems integration; lack of trust; and lack of agreed upon standards for assessing the impact of AI tools

4). A discussion of seven priority investment areas we believe are critical in order to accelerate the use of AI in global health: 1) investment in responsible, sustainable innovation 2) scaling support, 3) ROI and evidence, 4) data capture, 5) interoperability, 6) building ecosystems/supporting governments in LMIC contexts, and 7) coordination of stakeholders involved in AI in global health

Definition of AI

Throughout this project, it was important to work from a clear definition of AI and related layers of technology (i.e. machine learning and other technologies that fall under the category of artificial intelligence) so that all stakeholders had a common understanding of the terms used. First, the project adopted the commonly used definition of AI as “the use of computers for automated decision-making to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence.” It also defined machine learning as a subset of AI that uses algorithms that give computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed. Second, the project also refers to a set of ‘AI building blocks’ or technologies that are commonly understood as examples of AI. Much of the literature on AI uses slightly different formulations of these building blocks, but overall definitions and the categorization are relatively consistent. The AI building blocks we view as the most relevant to global health are highlighted in Figure 1.

Research Methodology

Our work began with a rapid scan of AI use cases in healthcare across both high-income countries (HIC) and low and middle-income countries (LMICs), resulting in a catalogue of over 240 real-world examples. We defined use cases broadly as the way a user leverages technology within a specific context. A wide aperture was considered in order to ensure that no AI use cases or applications would be left out, particularly those that are not commonly considered to be relevant to global health and low-resource contexts. Prioritization criteria were then applied to this broad set of AI healthcare use cases in order to narrow the field to those that appear to have the greatest potential for impact and scale in low-resource contexts. Our analysis showed that the AI use cases that appeared to have greatest potential for application at scale in LMICs most often occurred in combination. Details of the research and further explanation of these terms are included in the following section.

Following this initial research stage, our focus shifted to understanding current challenges to scaling AI use cases. We developed detailed analysis of challenges, some of it specific to particular AI uses cases, and some of it cutting
across multiple use cases in LMIC contexts. Lastly, we developed a set of priority areas for investment and focus in order to accelerate the use of AI in global health. Some of these focused on areas where we believe investment in specific technologies or platforms is needed; others outline where actions from diverse stakeholders are required in order to create a more fertile ecosystem for AI solutions around the globe to thrive and reach greater scale.

Key inputs to this process included over 50 expert interviews with stakeholders from a broad variety of backgrounds, including healthcare-focused investors and incubators; private sector companies (e.g., many leading healthcare AI companies working in emerging markets), academia, and multilateral organizations (including WHO and the World Bank), foundations, and non-profit organizations. These expert interviews helped us develop a more nuanced understanding of areas where external funders might focus in order to shape the market and accelerate the impact of AI applications in global health. A full list of those interviewed is included in the appendix. The team also conducted research that considered many studies and leading reports on the subject of AI in global health and healthcare. Please see a short bibliography in the appendix of this report for further details. Lastly, the content of this report benefited greatly from the input of a broader set of key thought leaders and stakeholders engaged in AI for global health at a workshop held in Washington, D.C., in November 2018.

---

### Artificial Intelligence: Use of computers for automated decision-making to perform tasks that normally require human intelligence, specific examples include:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATA</th>
<th>PROCESSING</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computer vision</td>
<td>Automated methods used to conduct image-based inspection and analysis</td>
<td>Information processing (in AI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech recognition</td>
<td>Computerized identification and response to sounds produced in human speech</td>
<td>Machine learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural language processing</td>
<td>Processing and analysis of large amounts of data written in natural language (eg. narrative)</td>
<td>Planning &amp; exploring agents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Source:** AI@BCG, Encyclopedia Britannica, Oxford Dictionary

---

**Footnotes**


2. Machine Learning Definition: “Machine learning as a subset of AI which uses algorithms that give computers the ability to learn without being explicitly programmed.” Exact definition from Fermilab is: “Machine learning is a type of artificial intelligence (AI) that enables computers to learn automatically without being explicitly programmed. It focuses on the development of computer programs that can access data and use it to learn for themselves.” Fermilab is United States Government’s particle physics and accelerator laboratory, http://computing.fnal.gov/machine-learning
4. Artificial Intelligence Use Cases with High Potential for Impact on Global Health

4.1 AI Use Cases

Our research began with a broad scan of instances where AI is being used, tested, or considered in healthcare, resulting in a catalogue of over 240 examples. As we looked across these examples, we determined that they are stratified across four broad functional areas depending on the role they play in the healthcare value chain. These functions include Population Health, Individual Care (including care routing and care services), Health Systems, and Pharma & MedTech. Figure 2.

4.2 Groupings of AI Use Cases and Opportunity Areas

We then distilled this broad catalogue of examples down to a framework of 27 use cases for AI in global health, with use cases aligned to the four functional areas described above. We then conducted a rapid assessment of impact and feasibility to prioritize a subset of these use cases. Within impact, we considered the extent to which each use case might increase healthcare access, quality and efficiency. For feasibility, we considered current activity and maturity of the technology, the extent to which it is already being tested in an LMIC context, and the eventual suitability for LMICs. These relative rankings allowed us to look across the long list of use cases and de-prioritize those which were likely to have lower impact and feasibility. For example, use cases around billing improvements were de-prioritized as they are less likely to improve patient outcomes and are less well suited to low-income contexts.

Through this prioritization exercise, we found that the remaining use cases fall somewhat naturally into groupings of use cases. These groupings are largely defined by the primary user and include use cases that are often combined

---

**Figure 2: Framework of all AI Use Cases in Healthcare**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Population health</th>
<th>Care routing</th>
<th>Individual health</th>
<th>Care services</th>
<th>Prevention</th>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Acute treatment</th>
<th>Follow-up and chronic treatment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1A Surveillance and prediction</td>
<td>2A Self-referral</td>
<td>3 Behavior change</td>
<td>4A Data-driven diagnosis</td>
<td>5A Clinical decision support</td>
<td>6A Compliance monitoring</td>
<td>7A Medical records</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1B Population risk management</td>
<td>2B Triage</td>
<td>• Exercise</td>
<td>• Symptom-based</td>
<td>• Treatment guidance</td>
<td>• Medication adherence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1C Intervention selection</td>
<td>2C Personalized outreach</td>
<td>• Diet</td>
<td>• Lab-based</td>
<td>• Rehabilitation</td>
<td>• Rehabilitation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1D Intervention targeting</td>
<td>3A Intervention selection</td>
<td>• Wellness</td>
<td>• Pathology</td>
<td>• Medication prescribing</td>
<td>• Dietary compliance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Health Systems</th>
<th>Pharma &amp; Medtech</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7A Medical records</td>
<td>8A Clinical trial support and recruitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7B Capacity planning and personnel management</td>
<td>8B Supply chain and planning optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7C Claims processing</td>
<td>8C Drug discovery and medtech R&amp;D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7D Fraud prevention</td>
<td>8D Process optimization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7E Quality assurance and training</td>
<td>8E Drug safety and pharmacovigilance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7F Coding and billing</td>
<td>8F Real world evidence and HEOR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to create maximum impact. For example, population health use cases around surveillance and prediction unlock even more potential when linked to intervention selection and targeting. These groupings of use cases include (1) AI-enabled population health, (2) Frontline health worker (FHW) virtual health assistants, (3) Patient virtual health assistants, and (4) Physician clinical decision support.

These groupings of use cases are displayed in Figure 3 and also illustrated through color-coding in the framework that shows which use cases are included in each grouping. Throughout the remainder of our work, we used these groupings of use cases as the primary unit of analysis though which to assess challenges and opportunities. For simplicity, Figure 4 also lays out which AI use cases are included in each grouping which may be helpful as a reference.

We should also note that some stakeholders consulted in this project suggested that AI use cases which strengthen health systems (See Figure 3) could be considered an additional priority grouping of AI applications. We elected to include AI use cases related to health systems in our other four groupings instead of treating them separately from patient and population-facing AI applications. We very much agree that AI use cases’ potential for strengthening health systems in LMICs is one of the most important and exciting ways in which AI could transform healthcare around the globe—and this is a theme echoed throughout this report and across the four groupings.

**Figure 3:** Framework of all Artificial Intelligence Use Cases in Healthcare Categorized into Four Key Groupings

**Figure 4:** Artificial Intelligence Groupings of Use Cases
5. Definitions of AI Use Cases and Groupings

It is important to note that this was a rapid assessment exercise designed to get a ‘fit for purpose’ prioritization of use cases for global health. Our analysis included relative assessments of the potential impact and feasibility for scale of these AI use cases in LMICs—including the relative level of maturity of technologies and current level of penetration in LMICs for each AI case. Our relative impact assessment considered the extent to which each use case might increase healthcare access, quality, and efficiency. Our feasibility study helped us better understand which use cases have already been executed in both high- and low-income contexts, which may already be common in developing world contexts but have yet to be tailored to low-resource settings, and which are still nascent and in need of further development in order to scale.

Our analysis yielded the following insights across our four groupings of AI use cases:

- The AI-enabled precision public health use cases were identified as technologies that are relatively nascent and less widely used (in both high- and low-income contexts) than many other AI technologies—but that are well suited for global health and LMIC contexts in the future.

- The patient and frontline-health worker (FHW) groupings of AI use cases were identified as relatively more advanced technologies that are increasingly common in developed markets, but that need to be tailored and scaled in LMICs.

- Clinical decision support (CDS) AI tools are relatively mature technologies that have greater levels of penetration in high-income markets than other AI technologies in question, but that need greater scaling and adaptation in LMIC contexts. In addition, some of these CDS use cases are relatively less suitable for low-resource settings at present due to broader resource gaps in these markets (i.e. image-diagnostics tools that rely on expensive radiology equipment that is rare in LMICs).
Figures 5-8 illustrate what the world might look like with artificial intelligence at scale in LMICs – through illustrative vignettes of individuals in underserved areas whose lives, and abilities to provide quality healthcare to others, are altered by these AI tools. Some of the AI-enabled platforms presented in these vignettes are available today, others are likely to be available in the years ahead. But they all present a picture of how the AI groupings can fundamentally change healthcare for underserved populations around the globe. Of course, it is important to acknowledge that these use cases can face risks and challenges as outlined in Section 6, and that there are many factors that go into ensuring their successful implementation.

Please note that the individuals and stories profiled in figures 5-8 are not real people but rather illustrative of the potential for AI tools today and in the near future. Some of the technologies portrayed in the stories are real and others, we believe, will be possible and available in the near future.

5.1 Al-Enabled Population Health

Tools for ingesting, analyzing, and providing recommendations on population health data

This grouping involves tools that leverage AI to monitor and assess population health, and select and target public health interventions based on AI-enabled predictive analytics. It includes AI-driven data processing methods that map the spread and burden of disease while AI predictive analytics are then used to project future disease outbreaks.

Figure 5: A Vignette on an Al-Enabled Population Health Tool (Illustrative only)

Meet Dhesi

Using AI enabled predictive surveillance, intervention selection, and intervention targeting to predict dengue outbreaks and respond most effectively to them.

Dhesi applies AI predictive analytics tools in his work for the Ministry of Health in Malaysia.

Situation:
- Dhesi’s work focuses on controlling infectious diseases
- Until last year, the MoH had no analytic capability to predict when diseases would break out and spread, limiting its ability to protect the population
- The MoH had limited health data from different regions across the country and no means to incorporate non-health data into its work

Action:
- The MoH fully digitized and integrated EMRs from health facilities across the country and then enhanced its analysis further by applying AI to this data
- The MoH started using AI tools which enabled it to:
  - Map various health burdens and disease outbreaks occurring across the country by applying machine learning to identify correlations among multiple variables across complex data sets to identify risk factors and predict the spread of diseases
  - Integrate non-health data (i.e. weather patterns, wind speed, roof angles) to help predict when the next outbreak might occur by using natural language processing to gather intelligence from news reports and social media posts

Impact:
- Applying predictive analytics powered by machine learning to newly gathered/digitized data enabled Dhesi’s team to view, analyze, and react to health data in real time rather than analyzing outdated data after the fact
- Predictive ML algorithms enabled the MoH to predict the exact geo-location and date of the next dengue outbreak three months in advance
- ML-powered algorithms also enabled it to decide which vector control interventions would be most effective and to plan where and when to roll out these interventions.
spread of existing and possible outbreaks. It also includes risk management tools that use AI to better understand risk across different groups of a given population and stratify these groups according to risk levels. One example of the potential of tools in this opportunity area is Artificial Intelligence in Medical Epidemiology (AIME), an AI-enabled platform that helps a country’s Ministry of Health predict future outbreaks of diseases like Zika and dengue in a specific geography months before their possible occurrence, and helps the Ministry select the most appropriate vector control method to prevent the outbreak. While AIME is a very early stage venture and its technologies and tools have not been validated at scale, its work reflects the potential of AI predictive analytics tools in global health. The potential and impact of companies like AIME is laid out in Figure 5.

These AI-enabled population health tools can provide value to populations, governments, and health systems across LMIC contexts. These tools help governments better understand health burdens and potential disease outbreaks across their geographies, and thus enable them to allocate their resources more effectively to prevent and manage outbreaks. These AI-enabled tools can also help diverse stakeholders (beyond a country’s MoH) determine which communities are most in need of care and public health interventions and to optimize their resources accordingly. To further illustrate how AI tools can improve healthcare and health outcomes in low-income countries around the globe, figures 5-8 profile people whose stories illustrate the exciting potential of AI tools, in each of our four use case-groupings.

### 5.2. Frontline Health Worker (FHW) Virtual Health Assistant

**Tools augmenting FHW expertise to direct patient care, such as triage and symptom-based diagnostics and care recommendations**

This grouping of use cases involves placing AI in the hands of frontline health workers (FHWs), enabling them to better serve—and bring top-notch medical technology and advice to—their patients. FHWs in LMICs use AI-enabled tools to triage and diagnose patients (often outside of health facilities), to assist with clinical decision support, and to monitor compliance of their patients. Rapid and accurate triage and diagnosis functions are enabled when AI is applied to real-time patient data collected by FHWs. FHWs are then able to

**Figure 6: A vignette on a Frontline Health Worker (FHW) Virtual Health Assistant AI tool (Illustrative only)**

Meet Anita

- Anita lives in a rural village in Western Kenya, six hours from Nairobi and two hours on dirt roads from the closest hospital
- Last year, Anita became a community health worker; now she goes door to door in her community helping local patients with health advice and selling basic health products to address their needs
- Anita has a smartphone with various apps that she uses in her work; she enters simple information on her patients’ health condition, including symptoms they are currently experiencing
- Her AI-enabled apps then provide health recommendations, diagnoses, treatment advice, and self-care recommendations that allow her to provide the best possible care to her patients
One of Anita’s patients, Eric, is a sick child whose mother doesn’t know what is wrong

**Patient Situation:**
- Two year old, Eric, has a high fever and an unusual rash
- His mother is unsure if she should travel to a hospital or what else to do

**Action:**
- Anita enters Eric’s symptoms and a photo of his rash into her app
- The app uses advanced algorithms leveraging machine learning to determine that Eric very likely does not have dengue but might have malaria; the app also uses computer vision to identify the rash as very likely a spider bite
- Following CHW health protocols provided by the app, Anita then follows up with a malaria rapid diagnostic test, using her phone camera and a disposable blood test
- Another AI-enabled app ensures the results of the blood test are read and interpreted correctly; in this case, the app verifies that Eric does not have malaria and does not need to be referred for care
- Drawing from health protocols on her app, Anita gives Eric’s mom suggestions on how to best care for her son, with specific instructions on when to visit a health facility if his condition changes

**Impact:**
- Without her AI tools, Anita would not have been able to provide timely and accurate medical advice for Eric - she might have misdiagnosed the rash and even recommended the wrong medications
- Without AI, Eric’s mother would likely have had to travel to a health facility hours away
- With AI, Anita was also able to save an unneeded visit to an already overburdened health system – enabling providers to see patients who may have been in greater need of care

provide targeted health recommendations for patients on whether, where, and how to seek care.

Overall, the AI uses cases in this opportunity area provide value by strengthening FHWs’ abilities to serve their patients by providing health information and advice (and eventually even possibly diagnoses), without them having to visit a facility. This, in turn, reduces the patient burden on already overburdened facilities, and enables FHWs to focus on their most at-risk patients, helping them to optimize their time and effort.

This grouping of tools illustrates how AI technologies can overcome prior constraints of access, cost and quality. Patients without easy access to health facilities and with little ability to pay may be able to better access quality health advice and avoid unnecessary trips to health facilities.
5.3. Patient Virtual Health Assistant

Tools helping patients direct their own care and wellness, including data-driven diagnostics and recommendations

The use cases in this opportunity area put AI in patients’ hands for self-referral, behavioral change, data-driven self-diagnosis, personalized outreach, medical record collection, and AI-facilitated self-care functions. Through the collection of real-time data at the patient level, these AI-enabled tools can help identify the type and severity of a patient’s condition and provide health recommendations directly to the patient. Recommendations may include how and where to seek care if it is needed, or guidelines for self-care and behavioral changes to address health issues outside of the health system. It is important to note that these AI tools are not intended to replace humans in the provision of diagnosis and care. Rather, these tools can provide helpful recommendations on if, how, and where someone should seek formal care from a health professional—and what they can do in the meantime to best manage the situation. This can be critical for patients who may have to wait days to see a doctor or reach quality care.

These AI use cases provide tremendous value to patients by enabling them to access medical information,

**Figure 7: A Vignette on a Patient Virtual Health Assistant AI tool (Illustrative only)**

Meet Kehinde

Using self-referral and data diagnosis to help a young woman stay healthy

Kehinde uses an AI enabled tool to get sexual and reproductive health information and advice

**Patient Situation:**
- Kehinde is 21 and is at vocational school in Kumasi, Ghana
- She is sexually active and has questions about sexual and reproductive health, but doesn’t know where to go to get answers (she can’t ask her conservative family!)
- Recently, she has experienced some pelvic pain and other gynecological symptoms. She would like to see a doctor – but fears it will be expensive and doesn’t know where to go

**Action:**
- Kehinde heard about a chatbot that can answer all of her questions on sexual and reproductive health – she downloaded it and now asks it all of her questions. The chatbot uses speech recognition and speech generation to process and answer her questions, and machine learning to analyze her questions and provide answers
- The app also provides additional materials for her to read based on what she seems most concerned about
- She puts her symptoms into the app and it tells her if she should seek care. At present it says she does not need to seek care, but it advises her what to do if symptoms worsen, what annual appointments she should have, and where to go for them. It also provides an option for her to text with a nurse if she has further concerns
- Best of all, the app also tells her that there are free women’s health clinics near where she lives where can get contraceptives and women’s hygiene products – and have a confidential consultation with a female health worker

**Impact:**
- Without AI, Kehinde didn’t have access to resources to answer her questions on her sexual and reproductive health
- She might have wondered if and when she should see a doctor, but now she knows where and when to seek care
behavioral and lifestyle recommendations, care routing advice, and even potential diagnoses without having to go to a health facility, which can be time-consuming and expensive in LMIC health systems. They can also provide value and efficiency gains to the broader health system by ensuring that only patients who truly need to go to health facilities do so, freeing up health providers’ time for acute patients, and by remotely collecting ongoing patient data which can be linked to a patient’s broader medical record.

An example of a patient-facing AI tool reshaping healthcare in LMIC contexts is Babyl, a subsidiary of Babylon, operating in certain LMIC geographies such as Rwanda. Developed in the UK, Babylon provides an integrated AI platform for patients, including an AI triage symptom checker, health assessment, and virtual consultations with a physician when referral is needed. In Rwanda, Babyl aims to build toward the AI-powered services available in the UK, but has started with virtual consultations, prescriptions, and lab tests through mobile phones, including special phone options to reach underserved populations. The Babyl experience in Rwanda also provides broader value to the global health field by studying how AI-enabled technologies can be ported from developed country markets to LMIC markets. See figures 5-8, and vignettes in Figure 11 of the appendix, for compelling stories of other patients across low-income markets who have experienced significant impact in their lives from these patient-facing AI tools.

5.4. Physician Clinical Decision Support (CDS)

A tool providing specialized expertise to physicians, for example, by enabling a GP to read diagnostic images

This grouping includes AI use cases which support and improve the decisions of clinical physicians. Examples of AI tools in this grouping are: image-based diagnosis support for radiologists and pathologists, decision support tools for clinicians, and quality assurance and training to provide insights for clinicians on past performance and indicate where errors may have been made.

Just as with the patient virtual health assistant use case, it is important to note that AI tools in this use case are

Figure 8: A Vignette on a Clinician Decision Support AI tool (Illustrative only)

With a new AI pathology tool, Jacinta can provide faster diagnoses and better care for her patients

Situation:
• Jacinta is a radiologist at a public hospital in Quito, Ecuador
• Hundreds of women come to her breast cancer clinic every day, they are lined up when she arrives in the morning and when she leaves (far after dark) at night
• Jacinta is passionate about her work – she wants to help as many women as possible fight breast cancer, but there are simply not enough radiologists and she cannot work fast enough

Action:
• Jacinta’s hospital gets an AI enabled radiology tool for her to use in her work
• Jacinta uses it to diagnose tissue samples from women who came in the prior day reporting lumps in their breasts. This AI tool quickly analyzes the radiological images of potential lumps and, using machine learning and pattern recognition, identifies areas of potential cancerous growth and provides its diagnosis of potential cancer within each sample. (It also provides Jacinta with the percent certainty of its assessment)
• Jacinta still examines each radiology image in detail with her own eyes and follows all clinical protocols - but she can go much more quickly in her work with this new tool. She also feels very comforted to have the technology double-checking and confirming her own diagnosis.

• Within days of using this new tool, Jacinta knows that she can review three to five times more samples per day and make more accurate diagnoses with this new tool. She is confident that she will be able to provide diagnoses to women much more quickly, and help diagnose and treat hundreds more women each year as a result.

**Impact:**
• Without AI, Jacinta had no means to diagnose more patients in a day (and thus help put them on a track to treatment); and she had no resource to double check her work or thinking.

• Normally, the nurses tell women that it will take one to two weeks for them to receive a diagnosis (which is difficult if they have traveled far from home to visit the clinic). Now Jacinta strives to provide a diagnosis within one to two days, helping them get treatment as soon as possible.

As one clinician put it, AI-tools like this “give super powers” to health providers and can greatly improve the quality of care they provide to their patients. **Figure 8, and appendix Figure 11, provide additional examples of how these types of AI solutions could provide value to clinicians and patients in LMIC contexts in the years ahead.**

not intended to replace the physician. Overall, the AI use cases in this CDS grouping provide value by augmenting physicians’ roles and their capacity to serve their patients, helping them provide faster and more accurate diagnoses to patients, and widening a significant bottleneck in provision of care in LMIC contexts, enabling them to focus on their patients most in need of care. Given the often extreme scarcity of health providers in LMIC contexts, and how overburdened providers in these contexts are, this function of helping doctors optimize their time and focus on those most at risk can save patients’ lives and provide catalytic impact across health systems.
6. Current Challenges to Accelerating and Scaling AI Use Cases for Global Health

We originally hypothesized that each grouping of AI cases would likely face unique challenges to implementation on a large scale, but ultimately we found that there are eight common key challenges faced by all AI technologies in LMIC contexts (See Figure 9). The exact nature of these challenges varies somewhat across groupings of AI use cases but the overall challenges are common to all (e.g. the type of data required for AI population health tools differs from those for patient-facing AI tools, but data availability and quality are challenges for both). We discuss these challenges in greater detail in the section below.

As indicated in Figure 9, we expect that two current challenges will be resolved as technology evolves and technology penetration rates across LMICs continue to increase. Gaps in AI building blocks (defined previously in this paper) and gaps in the required infrastructure for AI (such as smartphone penetration and 4G access) are likely to be addressed in the coming years through advances in technology and efforts of other global health and development projects. The focus of this report remains on the other six key challenge areas.

Many of these challenges are not unique to AI, but are hurdles to scaling digital health technologies across LMICs generally. The global health community has done admirable work in past years to try to solve these challenges. This report takes these efforts into account and hopes to build on, and generate additional momentum around, this important work.

**Figure 9: Challenges Facing AI Use Cases in Global Health**

| Challenges likely to be rate-limiting for specific use case groupings |
| Data availability and quality |
| Business model sustainability |
| Privacy, ethics, and ownership |
| Regulations and policy |

| Cross-cutting challenges likely to require attention at systemic level |
| Integration into health system |
| Required evidence of positive impact |

| Challenges likely to be resolved as technology continues to evolve |
| Gaps in AI building blocks |
| Gaps in required infrastructure |
6.1 Rate-Limiting Challenges to Scaling AI Use Cases in Global Health

6.1.1 Data Availability and Quality Challenges

A significant challenge to accelerating the use of AI-enabled tools in LMICs relates to the quality and quantity of available data, due to the general lack of digitization in these markets. A strong digital health infrastructure is needed to provide the data required for AI tools—a challenge in many low-resource contexts. Low EMR adoption rates (estimated at less than 40% in LMICs) hamper the ability to aggregate historic and real-time patient data. Even in those countries that digitize their health data, few collect and analyze it in real time—necessary for all of these AI-enabled tools to function correctly.

In addition, to be accurate in new geographies, AI tools need millions of historical health data-points to train their algorithms to provide accurate outputs appropriate to the geography and population—and this type of broader health data are generally absent in LMICs. This lack of training data not only inhibits the accuracy of these tools in LMICs context—but it also creates a bias within these tools. Since AI algorithms naturally reflect the bias of training data, AI tools will show a bias reflecting the high-income countries where they are developed. Efforts will be required to adjust for these biases in the application of these AI tools in contexts distinct from where their training data is generated. All of this means that even if AI tools are deployed in new markets with functioning digital infrastructures, the efficacy of these tools is still inhibited by lack of historical health data and less health data overall relative to developed markets.

Finally, some AI tools require data from non-health sources to function. Access to non-health data may pose similar challenges as weather pattern and population demographic data are also often lacking in LMICs.

The nature of this challenge was made evident in the remarks of one interviewee in our project, the provider of an AI-enabled population platform in Southeast Asia. This company promotes an AI tool in which governments of several countries expressed strong interest—but were unable to use because most of the health data in these countries exists only on paper. Without stronger digital health infrastructure and the data it produces, these AI tools cannot be applied across LMIC countries.

Another example of data-related challenges to scaling AI in LMICs is a case where a patient-facing AI tool was built in the US and then exported to markets in East Africa. A problem arose for the company providing the tool because it could not use US-based health data to develop accurate predictions or diagnoses for patients in LMICs.

For physician CDS tools, the data challenges stem more from the general lack of digital health data and integration of data across diverse sources. Because most health facility data across LMICs remain in analog form, CDS tools do not have a sufficient base of digitized data. Further, many CDS AI-enabled tools require ingestion of data from diverse sources in order to ensure comparability of data and to produce large training data sets needed for accuracy of their algorithms. This type of data integration and interoperability across data sets is a significant barrier across LMIC markets at present as EMR and other systems differ by country and region and even within hospitals.

6.1.2 Sustainability of Business Models Challenges

Sustainability of business models is another challenge likely to limit the scaling up of AI use cases across low-resource contexts. Even for governments, health systems, and private or non-profit customers across LMICs who understand the value proposition of these AI platforms, few have the resources to purchase AI tools at a price that would enable financial sustainability for the companies offering them. As a spokesperson for one private insurance company based in East Africa stated, “I absolutely see the value of AI risk management tools and I realize that this would save us money, but I do not have the budget to buy something now which will save me money 12 months down the line.” The sentiment applies to many LMIC governments that understand the value of these AI tools, but do not have the resources to buy them, or the human resources or internal IT capabilities to implement them.

This cost challenge applies to patient-facing AI tools as well. Patients in developed countries are often unwilling to pay directly for digital health solutions, so it stands to reason that many patients in LMIC markets, with their limited ability to pay, would be even more resistant to paying for these solutions. In addition, sales to governments in these markets are complicated, even for those who might be able to find third-party funding. Procurement and contracting periods are long and often difficult to understand.

With cost concerns in mind, companies providing AI solutions are exploring alternative payment models and revenue streams, though some of these alternate revenue opportunities increase ethical and data privacy
concerns (for example, a company selling patient data to third-party pharmaceutical or medical device companies). Similarly, advertising on, and product/service sales of, both CDS and patient-facing apps are the most natural monetization paths for these types of virtual health assistants, but AI tools that are underwritten by advertising or product/service routing may have misaligned incentives and face strong pressure to generate content in favor of their sponsors and not necessarily to the benefit of patients.

In addition, for both FHW and physician CDS tools, workflow integration presents a significant challenge to developing sustainable business models. Given that physician and FHW workflows, clinical protocols, and EMRs vary greatly across and within LMICs, providers of these types of AI tools must develop multiple versions and/or embed capacity to adapt tools to allow integrations with different workflows, EMRs, and IT systems. This fragmentation creates a significant business model challenge for scaling up provider-facing AI tools because it requires a high degree of customization, thus increasing the cost of implementation and slowing up scale.

6.1.3 Data Privacy and Ethics Challenges

Data privacy and ethical use of data raise significant concerns among many LMIC governments and other stakeholders—not only for those working on AI specifically, but also for those involved in digital health and other sectors more broadly. Data privacy issues are particularly important for digital health and AI solutions since health data is generally government owned, raising concerns about private companies gaining access to the data and potentially profiting by leveraging it for their own uses. In fact, many LMICs already have regulations prohibiting private companies from taking health and other types of data outside their borders. In addition, many local stakeholders are concerned about AI tools requiring access to large amounts of health data because they fear that this would increase the risk for monopolistic behavior if a single private player assumes such a large role within a country’s health system.

Furthermore, since many tech companies offer AI tools as free products directly to their users (patients, FHWs, or physicians), the users often become the ‘product’ for the company to monetize—a challenge around data privacy not exclusive to AI but faced by other digital health players as well. This dynamic means that companies that own these tools could sell their customers’ sensitive health data. This is a resolvable issue, but highlights concerns around data privacy surrounding both digital health and AI health solutions and will need to be addressed thoughtfully with local players and national governments.

These AI use cases also raise ethical concerns about whether private companies with access to patient and population health data should be obligated to disclose the data to individual patients, local populations, health workers, and other local constituencies. For the AI-enabled population health tools, a possible dilemma could arise if a private company analyzes data which indicates a potential outbreak of a highly contagious infectious disease in a given region. Is it obligated to inform health workers or communities within that region immediately? For an AI patient-facing platform, a dilemma might be whether AI tools should disclose a diagnosis to patients without appropriate counseling or other confidentiality measures that would otherwise be provided by health providers or FHWs.

Lastly, patient virtual health assistant and physician clinical decision support AI-enabled tools face particularly thorny ethical and fairness issues given that the distribution of benefits from these tools will likely be uneven across low-resource contexts and may not reach the most underserved populations in the near-term. In other words, the digital divide is likely to impact these tools on varying levels. For patient-facing tools, benefits will initially go to those with smartphones and 4G connectivity—most likely higher-income segments of the population. For CDS platforms, well-resourced facilities are likely to be earliest adopters.

6.1.4 Regulatory and Policy Challenges

Scaling up of AI-enabled tools is further complicated by differing and uncertain regulatory and policy environments, not only between countries, but also across regions and states within countries. For example, many LMIC governments lack the resources and technological capabilities to create consistent policies on population health, such as disease burden analysis and monitoring and treatment protocols for use, across their various regions or states. This creates a barrier for AI tools for population health to scale at a national level.

In addition, as this is an emerging field, many LMIC countries also lack consistent regulations for the use of AI tools by various actors and AI providers, particularly for those used outside of health facilities. This challenge is not only about regulations differing across countries or regions, but also that there is a lack of clear regulation on AI tools in a given jurisdiction. This lack of consistent regulation is true across all four groupings of AI use
In addition, the patient and FHW virtual assistant AI tools face unique barriers, as many LMICs have restrictive regulations on what services or health advice can be provided to patients outside of health facilities or without the presence of a physician. For example, existing laws in India, China, Brazil, and other markets require physicians to make diagnoses and highly trained health workers to carry out certain medical tests, negating the value of these AI tools. Some patient-facing AI tool companies have not confronted regulatory issues because they are categorized as providing “educational health information” and therefore are not regulated for providing care guidance. But as health regulations in LMICs become more robust, this is likely to change—with a risk that regulations will become more complex and inconsistent across countries.

### 6.1.6 Challenges Related to Limited Evidence Base for Impact of AI Tools

There is no current definition of acceptable performance standards, accuracy rates, and patient health outcomes against which to measure AI. Further, perspectives vary widely on what standards AI tools should adhere to in order to be used across LMICs, and for patients and doctors to have trust in them. At a more granular level, there is also debate over variability in accuracy standards across different types of AI tools—for example, epidemic predictive modeling may require a lower degree of accuracy than clinical decision support tools or FHW diagnostic tools.

Some in the medical community assert that AI tools, particularly those that provide outputs directly to patients, must always have accuracy rates equal to or greater than those provided by highly trained doctors. Others argue that, given some of these tools are providing recommendations to patients who would not otherwise have access to qualified doctors (and may have little access to formal healthcare of any kind), lower accuracy rates are acceptable. This debate is further complicated by the facts that acceptable algorithm accuracy rates are likely to vary depending on clinical area, and that physician performance in diagnosis and treatment is itself highly variable. Many global health practitioners urge that the Hippocratic oath—do no harm—must be the guiding principle for all efforts to scale AI tools. Yet, how to operationalize this standard is unclear, since there is not enough of an evidence-base from the use of these tools in LMICs to know which tools might have potential to create harm (if misused) and how to avoid it.

A closely related issue is the limited evidence base for the impact of these AI tools, particularly for concrete changes in patient health outcomes in LMICs. There have been very few studies on the impact of AI tools in low-resource contexts, particularly at a PHC level and with underserved populations. While there is excitement...
within the global health community about the potential of these tools, there needs to be far greater evidence in low-resource contexts in order to enable stakeholders to determine which AI platforms should be scaled up and how to avoid creating any unintended harm.

6.2 Lack of Trust in AI

We found that lack of trust was a consistent theme underlying many discussions around AI in LMIC contexts. Many of these same trust issues are also true for other digital health tools and not specific to AI tools. There are a variety of trust issues around how providers, FHWs, health facilities, and national governments think about collecting and using digital data, as well as questions on what companies will do with this data. While the international community often talks about the value potential of digital health data, in reality this data is often more politicized and contentious for local actors. Many LMIC governments and other health system actors at local and national levels may be hesitant to provide data if it can be used against them in performance evaluations. They may even have perverse incentives to provide false data to make their performance appear better than it is. Similarly, providers and FHWs may be hesitant to provide data if they fear it can be misused or used against them by surfacing areas where they have made clinical errors.

In addition, there are trust issues around how closely various actors follow the guidelines for use of AI tools. Even with the best of intentions, FHWs or physicians may skip a few steps on their AI tools in order to save time. This exemplifies how tools will not always be used as intended or envisioned, and that their impacts on, and interplay with, local health systems will likely be more complicated and multifaceted than planned.

Footnote

1. For clarity, we consider AI regulations here as rules which define what players may and may not do using health tech for AI within a certain geography or country. We define AI policies as clinical protocols or guidelines on how AI tech should be used within a certain geography or context. There are intersections and interplays between the two, but they are distinct.
7. Potential Investment Areas Critical to Accelerating the Use of AI in Global Health

To unlock the tremendous potential of AI to improve healthcare access and outcomes around the globe, investment from the global community will be critical. Through our detailed analysis of AI use cases and scaling challenges, we identified seven potential areas of investment that we suggest global health donors and other stakeholders explore further (see Figure 10 below). These areas span individual innovator support and ecosystem support to capture the spectrum of opportunities for exploring and appropriately accelerating AI in global health.

7.1 Potential Activities Within Each Investment Area

Defining these potential investment areas provides an initial path for common understanding and coordination among global health stakeholders. Further efforts will support AI innovators:

- **Innovator funding**: Provide funding to help high-potential AI innovators prove concepts (eg. BMGF support for Babyl), and support proven solutions in transition to scale and geographic expansion.

- **Innovator TA support**: Help innovators navigate potential barriers to scale-up (eg. regulatory/policy guidance, government contracting, best practices for business model sustainability, etc.).

- **ROI and evidence**: Create investment case to show potential ROI and build evidence for health benefits (quality/access/cost) of AI (eg. framework for gathering evidence and assessing impact).

- **Data capture**: Support programs that capture additional health data for use by AI-enabled tools (eg. support EMR scale-up, develop more language capabilities, encourage WHO to share key data).

- **Interoperability**: Support creation and adoption of data standards (eg. ontology, data sheets) and technical solutions that ensure AI systems can ingest and integrate data from multiple sources.

- **Capacity building**: Support governments and other stakeholders to build capacity to partner with innovators, implement AI solutions, and adopt best-in-class AI regulation/policy at national & regional level.

**Figure 10: Priority Investment Areas Critical to Accelerating the Use of AI in Global Health**

Specific investments for each use case grouping considered in greater detail to inform investment roadmap.
be needed to flesh these out and determine the best sequence for investments, particularly as they relate to specific AI use cases and groupings of those use cases.

7.1.1 Coordination

In general, we believe that all of these activities laid out in Figure 10, and detailed in the following pages, can be executed more optimally and efficiently, and with a greater chance of success, if efforts are better coordinated across global health stakeholders. Ideally, coordination efforts should encompass some AI global health investment areas and focus on helping global health funders and other stakeholders better collaborate across funding and broader activities in order to reduce unnecessary duplication and/or funding gaps.

Coordination would allow stakeholders to work together toward common ends when they find that they have parallel and overlapping priorities and activities (such as various funders supporting an incubator to scale AI health providers in a given LMIC market). It also means stakeholders can divide the work needed in order to leverage different players’ comparative advantages in different areas. For example, WHO could lead on data aggregation and sharing of lessons learned on scaling AI use cases among diverse stakeholders; the World Bank could lead on policy support for LMIC governments; global standards bodies on developing a standardized data ontology; and so on. There are existing platforms around coordinating digital health efforts which could serve as an example for AI coordination.

7.1.2 Innovator Funding

Funding for testing and evaluating AI innovators and solutions is critical to accelerate the use of AI in global health. In order to best support AI innovators as they prove concepts and achieve scale across low-resource contexts, our analysis found that innovator funding could benefit from a focus on the following areas:

• **Prioritize use cases and align on selection criteria:** Coordinate with funders and other stakeholders to identify selection criteria and prioritize specific use cases according to their individual focus and concerns

• **Align on evaluation metrics and criteria:** Identify metrics and criteria to be used to evaluate AI projects and pilots to improve the consistency and quality of evaluations across funders and provide consistent data to inform investment case/ROI analyses

• **Provide funding to prove AI solution concepts:** Provide funding to early-stage AI concepts to pilot or otherwise show proof of concept, for example for funding field tests of AI-enabled ultrasound device in LMICs, and encourage future procurement if validated

• **Facilitate blended financing for AI in global health:** Encourage the extension of private sector investment in AI through collaboration with other pools of private capital, such as venture funding, to de-risk investments and otherwise encourage investment

• **Support proven solutions to transition to scale:** Provide funding and support for specific, proven AI-enabled global health solutions to enable transition to scale. For example, work with providers of these solutions to help them develop sustainable business models and build operational, strategic, and technical capabilities. This should include providing funding for proven AI-enabled global health solutions to expand into new geographies

7.1.3 Innovator Technical Assistance (TA) Support

In addition to funding, technical assistance and advisory support will also benefit AI innovators, through both targeted support to specific innovators and broader cross-cutting mechanisms that can serve multiple innovators. This is likely to be a sequential three-step process, rather than a set of independent opportunities that could be executed separately. This support could also include helping innovators navigate the challenges outlined in Section 6, such as ethical and legal obstacles.

• **Identify innovator needs for technical assistance and advisory services:** In conjunction with other funders, collect data on the critical needs of innovators aiming to apply AI to global health, leveraging deliverables from this project on challenges facing AI in global health as a starting point.

• **Identify/create a mechanism for innovator TA and advisory services:** Coordinate with other funders and specialist groups (such as lawyers, policymakers, AI experts) to identify or create a flexible, scalable mechanism for providing technical assistance and advisory support to innovators looking to apply AI to global health.

• **Invest in enabling TA and advisory services for innovators at scale:** Expand advisory services
mechanisms to provide TA and advisory services to many innovators across geographies on all topics relevant to their critical needs (as determined in the first step in this category).

### 7.1.4 ROI and Evidence

To support both existing AI innovators and the field more broadly, it will be important to gather evidence on both the economic and health impact of AI solutions in global health. Given the lack of activity in this space, we suggest a coordinated effort upfront to align on a standard approach to gathering and assessing evidence. Over time, this could be applied to specific AI solutions, and can be incorporated in an investment case that articulates the economic and health arguments in favor of AI.

- **Agree on high-level framework for evaluation of health and financial impact of AI:** Align with other global health funders on high-level framework for evaluation of health and financial impact of AI use cases.

- **Draft detailed evaluation standards:** Continue coordinating with other global health funders to detail and expand evaluation standards.

- **Gather evidence and build the investment case for AI use cases:** Gather evidence on health (quality, access, and cost) and financial (ROI) impacts of existing AI efforts for high priority AI use cases and/or groupings to build an investment case (noting and plugging gaps through supplementary evidence generation where needed).

- **If evidence is promising, build investment case:** Use investment cases to facilitate discussion with potential AI buyers to help increase their political will and willingness to pay for AI solutions at scale.

### 7.1.5 Data Capture

Due to the many current efforts by global health funders to capture digital health data, we recommend that stakeholders strengthen coordination of their efforts in order to maximize overall potential impact. Additional investments in this category include:

- **Identify or create an open data platform for sharing datasets relevant to AI in global health:** Coordinate with other funders and technical groups to identify or create a flexible, scalable, open platform for publication of datasets relevant to AI in global health; and then publicize its availability among potentially interested AI innovators and data contributors.

- **Add datasets to the platform, ensuring data is representative of a variety of contexts:** Create open datasets for AI in global health and aggregate data, ensuring representation of relevant subpopulations by gender, ethnicity, class, geography, etc. Such datasets could draw from academic studies, best practice diagnostic protocols, population health data (for example by leveraging WHO data and protocols), medical images, and colloquial and formal medical terminology corpora in various languages.

- **Encourage funded innovators to collect and share data where possible:** Coordinate with other global health funders to add terms to grants/investments requiring funded innovators to collect data that meets the standards of the chosen open platform and, as much as possible, to share data on that platform.

- **Encourage scaling of sustainable data collection systems:** Collaborate with other funders, governments, and health systems to support developing and deploying at-scale data collection systems. These may include electronic medical record (EMR) systems, use of smart phones for data capture by frontline health workers, and digitization hubs to convert historical analog data.

### 7.1.6 Interoperability

One of the main challenges facing the global health community and its burgeoning landscape of digital solutions is interoperability. Coordinated action is needed to ensure the AI ecosystem enables, or even requires, interoperability, since no individual actor can force the ecosystem to be interoperable. Several activities will build the foundation of interoperability of solutions—from setting up a common language and standards, to setting a common architecture on which developers can build applications (thus also giving them a head start in the solution development process), and even sharing key building blocks of code that can be used to more efficiently create interoperable solutions. As an example, app developers could create integration points for AI data systems (one system transmitting data to another system), and international standards bodies and governments could create standards for such data-sharing to facilitate alignment with global and local health protocols and systems. Investments in this area are also linked to those in the data capture and capacity-building categories.
• **Support common AI standards and terminology, in sync with broader health data standardization**: As the basis of interoperability, different systems need to use common standards and terminology in their coding and documentation to ensure uniformity. Funders can collaborate with standards bodies, such as HL7 International, to fund and manage a mechanism for bringing AI experts together to create common data standards and terminology, ensuring they sync with ongoing efforts to standardize health data more generally (ICD-10, FHIR, etc.).

• **Create integration points for AI data systems, leveraging agreed upon standards and code**: Support a consortium of developers, health systems administrators, and governments to build the “pipes” and protocols for health data systems integrations, by creating common APIs, data exchanges, etc., focusing on the most used systems (e.g., DHIS2).

• **Identify or create an open platform for sharing code relevant to AI in global health**: Many tech platforms currently exist where developers share code to help other developers and to help ensure interoperability of digital solutions. For example, Github is a robust platform where millions of developers go to collaborate and share code. We suggest that funders can coordinate and with technical groups to either identify an existing online code-sharing platform, or create one, with the specific aim of sharing code relevant to AI in global health.

• **Create a broad, open code base for AI in global health**: Once there is an open platform for sharing code, funders can also accelerate the development of code building blocks by funding a mechanism for engaging expert AI developers so that they can amass a useful code base for AI in global health. Such a code base can add to the common architecture to bring developers even closer to a complete solution, improving efficiency and interoperability of development efforts for AI in global health.

• **Identify best practices and foundational principles for AI policy, regulation, and ecosystem capacity**: We suggest that funders and technical groups identify best practices and foundational principles for AI policy, regulation and ecosystem capacity.

• **Identify or create a mechanism to support adoption of best practice AI regulation and policy**: Coordinate with other funders, international organizations, and advisory groups to identify or develop a mechanism (such as World Bank’s policy support facility) to support adoption of best practice AI policy and regulation as shaped by previous investment.

• **Build government and ecosystem capacity for ongoing AI use at scale**: We suggest that stakeholders across the ecosystem (government, civil society, etc) support developing capabilities for ongoing AI use at scale, potentially including: funding AI research, providing AI education and training, and improving startup financing infrastructure. This should also include strategic purchasing support for LMIC governments to enable them to purchase and adopt AI technologies in a way that is strategically consistent with their procurement processes, long-term priorities, and resource constraints.

We believe that investments across these seven categories can help accelerate the potential of AI in global health. While investing in any one category can drive progress in overcoming challenges, a systematic and prioritized approach across categories will have the most impact. Given competing priorities and the scale of work needed in AI in global health, we hope that funders and other interested stakeholders continue to come together to prioritize and coordinate efforts on the work ahead.

### 7.1.7 Capacity Building

To enable the success of AI, support must go beyond innovators to include capacity-building for LMIC governments and other players in the ecosystem. Building capacity at a local level also mitigates the risk of bias when AI is developed in a HIC and then deployed in LMICs. As potential customers and partners, these stakeholders must understand, adopt, purchase, and regulate AI solutions in these markets. Specific activities needed are:
# Appendix

## I. Use Case Detailed Definitions

### Table 1: Detailed List of Use Cases in Global Health

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Population Health         | Surveillance and protection     | Processes data from multiple sources to more accurately map current spread and burden of disease and uses predictive analytics to map likely future spread, thereby enabling:  
- Better understanding of burden of disease and epidemiology  
- Prediction of future disease spread, including outbreaks |
|                           | Population risk management      | Leverages AI and inference generation technologies to better understand risk across different groupings of population and stratify groups according to risk levels to enable more accurate projection of medical needs and costs of care for populations |
|                           | Intervention selection          | Analyzes specific characteristics of populations and geographic areas flagged as high risk and recommends specific population health interventions likely to be most effective and efficient in that context |
|                           | Intervention targeting          | Combines data on disease spread and risk from surveillance/prediction with additional data on population and geography to pinpoint areas where intervention will have highest impact and define:  
- Who to target  
- Where to target  
- When to apply |
| Care Routing              | Self-referral                   | Patient enters real-time data, and AI-enabled system identifies type and severity of condition and provides recommendations directly to patient on:  
- Whether to seek care  
- What type of care is needed  
- Where to seek care |
|                           | Triage                          | Health workers enter real-time patient data and receive targeted recommendations on if and how to provide care to patients |
|                           | Personalized outreach           | Passively captures and analyzes real-time patient data to identify patterns and track variation in order to trigger personalized, direct patient outreach (i.e., messages from HCP and chatbots, care recommendations) |
### Table 1: Detailed List of Use Cases in Global Health (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Care Services**                 | Behavioral change                                | Suite of tools to provide customized guidance on various elements of health and wellness:  

- **Diet**: Creates customized nutritional and dietary guidance and provides real-time coaching and advice  
- **Exercise**: Analyzes patient data to provide real-time, customized feedback and coaching on exercise  
- **Wellness**: Provides targeted recommendations for mental health and general wellness |
|                                   | Data-driven diagnosis                            | Analyzes symptoms and other data to diagnose disease (beyond simple triage and care-routing); often engages user directly through multiple rounds of data collection (e.g., through a chatbot asking questions) |
|                                   | Image-driven diagnosis                           | Suite of tools including:  

- **Radiology**: Identifies abnormalities on radiological images to directly infer diagnoses or prioritize image areas for clinician review  
- **Pathology**: Identifies abnormalities (e.g., tumors) based on digitized pathology images to directly infer diagnoses or prioritize image areas for clinician review |
|                                   | Clinical decision support                        | Provides best practice treatment guidance to caregivers in real time based on patient diagnosis, symptoms, and other data |
|                                   | Monitoring                                       | Includes in-patient and out-patient monitoring: In patient - Alerts clinicians of potentially problematic values or trends in patient vital signs and other real-time health data based on evidence-based guidelines; Out-patient: alerts patient, family, or clinician to problematic values or trends in patient vital signs or disease markers with recommendations on specific actions to take |
|                                   | Al-facilitated care                              | Guides patient through best practices for self-care given symptoms and context |
|                                   | Al physical interventions                       | Controls robotic surgical devices to perform surgery and controls robot that facilitates a patient’s physical therapy routine |
|                                   | Compliance monitoring                            | Suite of tools including:  

- **Medication compliance**: Uses data on if and how patient takes medication to alert patient, families, or clinicians to medication needs or to suggest personalized interventions  
- **Dietary compliance**: Analyzes dietary data and triggers alerts on compliance or recommends dietary alterations to stay within recommendations |
<p>|                                   | Medical records                                 | Assists in medical records creation and analysis (e.g., writing medical notes based on EMR data and limiting clinician time spent on documentation) |
| Health Systems                    | Capacity planning &amp; personnel management         | Analyzes data on facility/community-level care alongside data on health workers to predict and plan for resource needs |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Health Systems</td>
<td>Claims processing</td>
<td>Incorporates AI into advanced analytics to review medical records plus patient-generated data to automatically execute claims processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fraud prevention</td>
<td>Analyzes claims data and uses pattern recognition algorithms to identify fraud and waste in claims</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality assurance and training</td>
<td>Analyzes previous clinical decisions, indicating where errors may have been made given the patient context; uses insight on past performance as key input into quality and efficiency improvement efforts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coding and billing</td>
<td>Supports provider finance functions by analyzing medical notes to ensure proper coding; also optimizes billing strategies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pharma &amp; MedTech</td>
<td>Clinical trial support and recruitment</td>
<td>Combines power of machine learning with analysis of unstructured data (e.g. handwritten doctors’ notes) to improve all facets of clinical trial: optimize trial design (including endpoints, arms, powering, inclusion/exclusion criteria, etc); more efficiently recruit and enroll subjects in trials; better monitor safety during and after trials; automate clinical trial management functions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drug discovery</td>
<td>Leverages genomics and proteomics, to analyze and predict the likely impact of a drug on its target(s) and the risk of toxicity, thereby enabling faster; more accurate drug discovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Drug safety and pharmacovigilance</td>
<td>Analyzes data to better automate processes related to response to drug safety events; functions include gathering relevant data about the case, automating case classification processes, and managing targeted case follow-up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Supply chain and planning optimization</td>
<td>Automates and improves resource planning in pharma and medtech supply chain management and resource planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Process optimization</td>
<td>Automates and improves medtech and pharmaceutical companies’ production and manufacturing processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Real world evidence and HEOR</td>
<td>Leverages AI to mine and analyze real-time data from EMRs, patient-reported data, and other sources to assess real world efficacy of drugs and medical devices and correlate to outcomes. This function may complement or even substitute for clinical trials, and could ultimately lead to better targeting of specific drugs to individual patients</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11: Vignettes on Potential Opportunity of AI Tools

AI ENABLED POPULATION HEALTH TOOLS

Meet Dhesi
Using AI enabled predictive surveillance, intervention selection, and intervention targeting to predict dengue outbreaks and respond most effectively to them

Dhesi applies AI predictive analytics tools in his work for the Ministry of Health in Malaysia

Situation:
• Dhesi’s work focuses on controlling infectious diseases
• Until last year, the MoH had no analytic capability to predict when diseases would break out and spread, limiting its ability to protect the population
• The MoH had limited health data from different regions across the country and no means to incorporate non-health data into its work

Action:
• The MoH fully digitized and integrated EMRs from health facilities across the country and then enhanced its analysis further by applying AI to this data
• The MoH started using AI tools which enabled it to:
  – Map various health burdens and disease outbreaks occurring across the country by applying machine learning to identify correlations among multiple variables across complex data sets to identify risk factors and predict the spread of diseases
  – Integrate non-health data (i.e. weather patterns, wind speed, roof angles) to help predict when the next outbreak might occur by using natural language processing to gather intelligence from news reports and social media posts

Impact:
• Applying predictive analytics powered by machine learning to newly gathered/digitized data enabled Dhesi’s team to view, analyze, and react to health data in real time rather than analyzing outdated data after the fact
• Predictive ML algorithms enabled the MoH to predict the exact geo-location and date of the next dengue outbreak three months in advance
• ML-powered algorithms also enabled it to decide which vector control interventions would be most effective and to plan where and when to roll out these interventions

Meet Anu
Using predictive surveillance and population risk management to better understand diabetic patients’ needs

Anu uses AI tools to better meet the needs of patients in her hospital network in Bangalore, India

Situation:
• Anu, a nurse and hospital administrator, knows diabetes has become a huge health burden for Bangalore and the populations served by the hospital network for which she works
• The hospital network collects digital health data on its patients, but historically Anu never had a means to analyze that data in her work or use it to understand the specific needs of her growing number of diabetic patients

Action:
• Anu helped the hospital network launch a new AI platform which automatically turns patient consultations into inputs for the digital EMR system by using ambient listening and speech recognition tools to convert speech into EMR inputs
• She also helped implement an AI tool which risk-stratifies all patients seen in the hospital network to identify both at-risk individuals and communities/facilities with greater need, by applying predictive analytics powered by machine learning
• The tool helps Anu and her team to better understand the distinct needs of T1/T2 diabetics, and to reorganize their diabetes clinics to better manage the needs of these two patient segments by using predictive analytics to test different scenarios of resource allocation to optimize for efficiency and effectiveness

Impact:
• The AI speech recognition tool provides huge efficiency gains for the hospital: it saves each nurse more than two hours a day of inputting information, enabling them to see five to ten more patients a day (which translates to hundreds more patients across the system)
• The AI population risk management tool has also transformed Anu’s ability to do her job: she has a much better view of population-level health needs and can better design programs (such as targeted outreach) to help patients best manage their conditions

Andres uses AI to prevent cholera outbreaks in Haiti and uses precision vaccine campaigns if one does occur

Situation:
• Andres works for a large multilateral organization in Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, where he focuses on preventing and controlling cholera
• Andres and his organization have long known that cholera outbreaks are the result of diverse environmental, WASH, and population migration factors
• His organization has not had a way to analyze these non-health factors to better predict and control cholera outbreaks

Action:
• Now he and his organization use an AI tool which combines weather, environmental, and migration data (among other inputs) to give them a map of health burdens and at-risk areas; the tool uses natural language processing to gather data from diverse media and news sources, and uses ML algorithms to predict areas most likely to be at risk
• With a map of high-risk areas, often IDP camps, Andres and his team then work quickly to prevent an outbreak by addressing contaminated waste sources
• Andres also uses this AI tool to carry out precision cholera vaccine campaigns, targeted to at-risk populations and timed around the predicted outbreak, by applying machine learning algorithms to determine where and when campaigns should be carried out

Impact:
• The AI-enabled cholera prediction program is game-changing for Andres and his team’s work – they moved from a reactive model driven by personal knowledge and ‘gut instinct’ to a data-driven approach to predict and respond to disease
• Thanks to these AI tools, the global community can be much better prepared to quickly contain (or even prevent!) the next cholera outbreak in Haiti by vaccinating those who are most at risk
Meet Anita

Anita lives in a rural village in Western Kenya, six hours from Nairobi and two hours on dirt roads from the closest hospital.

Last year, Anita became a community health worker; now she goes door to door in her community helping local patients with health advice and selling basic health products to address their needs.

Anita has a smartphone with various apps that she uses in her work; she enters simple information on her patients’ health condition, including symptoms they are currently experiencing.

Her AI-enabled apps then provide health recommendations, diagnoses, treatment advice, and self-care recommendations that allow her to provide the best possible care to her patients.

Meet Eric

Using triage, data diagnostics, and clinical decision support to provide top notch medical care and give a mother peace of mind.

One of Anita’s patients, Eric, is a sick child whose mother doesn’t know what is wrong.

Patient Situation:
• Two year old, Eric, has a high fever and an unusual rash
• His mother is unsure if she should travel to a hospital or what else to do

Action:
• Anita enters Eric’s symptoms and a photo of his rash into her app
• The app uses advanced algorithms leveraging machine learning to determine that Eric very likely does not have dengue but might have malaria; the app also uses computer vision to identify the rash as very likely a spider bite
• Following CHW health protocols provided by the app, Anita then follows up with a malaria rapid diagnostic test, using her phone camera and a disposable blood test
• Another AI-enabled app ensures the results of the blood test are read and interpreted correctly; in this case, the app verifies that Eric does not have malaria and does not need to be referred for care
• Drawing from health protocols on her app, Anita gives Eric’s mom suggestions on how to best care for her son, with specific instructions on when to visit a health facility if his condition changes

Impact:
• Without her AI tools, Anita would not have been able to provide timely and accurate medical advice for Eric - she might have misdiagnosed the rash and even recommended the wrong medications
• Without AI, Eric’s mother would likely have had to travel to a hospital hours away
• With AI, Anita was also able to save an unneeded visit to an already overburdened health system – enabling providers to see patients who may have been in greater need of care.
Another patient, Samuel, has a bad cough

**Patient Situation:**
- Samuel, 30, suffers from a bad cough
- He woke up coughing blood, which prevented him from going to work

**Action:**
- Anita asks him about his symptoms and enters them into her phone. Samuel doesn’t speak English but the app ‘speaks’ Swahili through speech recognition and natural language processing, converting their conversation, and her manual inputs, into usable data
- Her AI-enabled app tells her that Samuel might have TB, based on a machine learning algorithm that identifies correlations between both global and localized data sets
- Anita then records the sound of his cough in her app, which compares the sound with a database of other coughing sounds. The app determines that Samuel very likely has TB. It recommends that Anita call a nurse at a nearby health facility to discuss this situation further and that Samuel seek care in order to have a trained health provider ensure that this is the correct diagnosis
- Anita’s app pulls in live data on capacity and wait times at nearby health facilities and helps route him to the nearest clinic where he can quickly receive the care he needs for TB (Anita’s app also links with digital medical records of that facility, so they will have all of this information on Samuel by the time he arrives)
- Anita is also able to tell Samuel what to expect in terms of treatment, including an AI-app he can download himself to ensure compliance with the medication protocol
- Anita recognizes that Samuel’s family is also at risk of TB infection, so she recommends place they can go to get tested for latent TB, and what symptoms to watch out for

**Impact:**
- Without AI, Samuel might not have received a timely and accurate diagnosis; his condition might have worsened and he might have transmitted TB to others
- With these AI tools, Samuel now knows exactly where to go for care, which helps him better use his time and money and reduce time out of work
PATIENT VIRTUAL HEALTH ASSISTANT

Meet Mary
Using compliance monitoring and medical records to enable a grandmother to care for her family

Mary has hypertension and few tools to track and assess her health status

Patient Situation:
• Mary, 70, is blind and has hypertension
• She says she feels fine, but sometimes forgets to take her medication

Action:
• During this week’s visit with Mary, Anita puts Mary’s recent symptoms into her app and it determines that her symptoms likely correlate with not taking her medications
• The app also alerts Anita that she should test Mary for diabetes based on Mary’s symptom history and her vital sign measurements taken that day. Anita’s hand-held device has tracked Mary’s current blood sugar levels and other symptoms and uses machine learning algorithms to determine that Mary is likely pre-diabetic
• Anita follows new CHW protocols including a diabetes test through an AI enabled tool on her phone, and provides contact information to a nurse who is available to speak by phone
• Anita’s app also makes personalized recommendations to help Mary change her behavior through diet and exercise, pushing notifications to Mary’s granddaughter so that she can work with Mary when Anita is not there
• Anita also helps Mary’s granddaughter set up another app which uses computer vision to verify that Mary is taking her medication each day; this app can alert Anita, and Mary’s granddaughter, if nonadherence persists

Impact:
• Given the general nature of Mary’s symptoms, Anita may not have necessarily connected her prior history and complaints with her current readings to diagnose that Mary is pre-diabetic
• Without AI, Mary might have had to go to a nearby town for direct observational therapy to ensure medication adherence
• Because she was tested early, Mary might now be able to prevent diabetes

Meet Kaustubh
Using AI-enabled personalized outreach and behavioral change tools to help him manage HIV

Kaustubh finds great comfort in his new AI app which helps him manage his HIV and feel less alone

Patient Situation:
• 23-year-old Kaustubh lives with his family outside of Calcutta, India
• Kaustubh has HIV and sometimes suffers from depression related to his HIV status
• Kaustubh has heard that there are apps that can help him manage his condition and feel more supported

Action:
• Kaustubh downloads one of these apps and logs how he is feeling, what he has eaten that day, his recent symptoms, and whether he has taken his medications. He also enters some data points from his last doctor’s appointment – including his CD4 count. Once he creates a profile, the app also pulls his broader medical history from his EMR online
• The app uses natural language processing to convert his inputs in Bengali into usable data – then it uses ML on this data (and data from his broader medical history) to flag if Kaustubh is at risk, in nonadherence, or needs to seek care. If his symptoms indicate
that he is having a depressive episode, it recommends free mental health counseling resources nearby – and flags for his provider that he is in need of care

- The app also introduces Kaustubh to a new personalized health coach in the form of a chatbot that speaks Bengali. The chatbot checks in with him periodically to see how he is doing, reminds him to take his medications, reminds him of when he needs viral load testing, and provides information on HIV support groups (in his own neighborhood) which he could join
- The chatbot uses speech generation to speak to Kaustubh and speech recognition when Kaustubh speaks to the app. It also uses ML to generate specific behavioral and mental health advice based on Kaustubh’s specific inputs (like mental health symptoms, food preferences)

**Impact:**
- Without AI, Kaustubh would not have had remote monitoring and personalized outreach to help him manage his HIV and to provide wellness coaching and support in the process
- He might have had more frequent infections and acute health events (as he did before using the app) which meant more days spent waiting at overburdened health facilities

**Kehinde uses an AI enabled tool to get sexual and reproductive health information and advice**

**Patient Situation:**
- Kehinde is 21 and is at vocational school in Kumasi, Ghana
- She is sexually active and has questions about sexual and reproductive health, but doesn’t know where to go to get answers (she can’t ask her conservative family!)
- Recently, she has experienced some pelvic pain and other gynecological symptoms. She would like to see a doctor – but fears it will be expensive and doesn’t know where to go

**Action:**
- Kehinde heard about a chatbot that can answer all of her questions on sexual and reproductive health – she downloaded it and now asks it all of her questions. The chatbot uses speech recognition and speech generation to process and answer her questions, and machine learning to analyze her questions and provide answers
- The app also provides additional materials for her to read based on what she seems most concerned about
- She puts her symptoms into the app and it tells her if she should seek care. At present it says she does not need to seek care, but it advises her what to do if symptoms worsen, what annual appointments she should have, and where to go for them. It also provides an option for her to text with a nurse if she has further concerns
- Best of all, the app also tells her that there are free women’s health clinics near where she lives where can get contraceptives and women’s hygiene products – and have a confidential consultation with a female health worker

**Impact:**
- Without AI, Kehinde didn’t have access to resources to answer her questions on her sexual and reproductive health
- She might have wondered if and when she should see a doctor, but now she knows where and when to seek care
With a new AI pathology tool, Jacinta can provide faster diagnoses and better care for her patients

Situation:
• Jacinta is a radiologist at a public hospital in Quito, Ecuador
• Hundreds of women come to her breast cancer clinic every day, they are lined up when she arrives in the morning and when she leaves (far after dark) at night
• Jacinta is passionate about her work – she wants to help as many women as possible fight breast cancer, but there are simply not enough radiologists and she cannot work fast enough

Action:
• Jacinta’s hospital gets an AI enabled radiology tool for her to use in her work
• Jacinta uses it to diagnose tissue samples from women who came in the prior day reporting lumps in their breasts. This AI tool quickly analyzes the tissue samples and, using machine learning and pattern recognition, identifies areas of potential cancerous growth and provides its diagnosis of potential cancer within each sample. (It also provides Jacinta with the percent certainty of its assessment)
• Jacinta still examines each sample in detail with her own eyes and follows all clinical protocols - but she can go much more quickly in her work with this new tool. She also feels very comforted to have the technology double-checking and confirming her own diagnosis
• Within days of using this new tool, Jacinta knows that she can review three to five times more samples per day and make more accurate diagnoses with this new tool. She is confident that she will be able to provide diagnoses to women much more quickly, and help diagnose and treat hundreds more women each year as a result

Impact:
• Without AI, Jacinta had no means to diagnose more patients in a day (and thus help put them on a track to treatment); and she had no resource to double check her work or thinking
• Normally, the nurses tell women that it will take one to two weeks for them to receive a diagnosis (which is difficult if they have traveled far from home to visit the clinic). Now Jacinta strives to provide a diagnosis within one to two days, helping them get treatment as soon as possible

Oba, a doctor in Nigeria, uses an AI enabled tool to help his patients avoid bad drug side-effects

Situation:
• Oba, 40, is a doctor at a health clinic in a village outside of Kano, Nigeria
• There is a pharmacy in the clinic where Oba works and he provides his patients with prescriptions, and recommendations for over-counter medications, when needed
• He is very careful to follow all protocols and guidelines in making prescriptions, but he struggles to track of all the potential side effects from drug combinations which his patient are using (many of his patients take three or four different medications a day)
• He is frustrated that he doesn’t have a better way to flag problematic drug combinations

Action:
• Recently, a friend told him about a computer program that could alert him to potential risks of drug combinations - he downloaded it on his office computer the next day
• Now, when he is about to provide a prescription for a patient, Oba enters the medication information into their profile on his computer and the new program
provides him with an assessment of drug combination risks

- The program uses ML algorithms, built from a large training data library on how different chemical compounds interact with one another and can impact the human body
- Oba is particularly grateful that the program processes information on a large range of generic and branded medications since it is hard for him to keep track of all of them

Impact:
- Without AI, Oba did not have a systematic way to keep track of the risks of drug combinations
- With AI, Oba is far better able to protect the health of his patients
- Last week, a new mother came to see Oba and asked for medication to increase her milk supply – Oba was ready to write her a prescription, but his AI program alerted him that this drug could be lethal for a child when combined with another medication the mother was taking. Oba, and this mother, are so grateful he was able to flag this issue and prevent something awful from happening

Abdullah has a new AI tool which helps him make the best possible decisions for his patients

Situation:
- Abdullah, 68, is a physician in a regional health center in Mozambique
- He has been practicing for 35 years and wishes he could have a second round of medical school to learn about medical breakthroughs and recent changes in clinical guidance
- He believes his medical knowledge is out of date, but he doesn’t have resources to fix this
- Often he wishes he had more colleagues around to offer second opinions on his diagnoses, or to discuss treatment pathways, but he is the only doctor within a two-hour drive

Action:
- This year, the national MoH provided him with a new AI tool for his office computer which helps him in making clinical decisions – it listens when he has a patient consultation (using speech recognition, NLP) and then uses ML to formulate a possible diagnosis based on data received
- Abdullah also puts his own notes, questions, and possible diagnoses into the AI program and it provides him with guidance on the most likely of these diagnoses along with additional questions to ask or tests to carry out
- When Abdullah recommends a possible diagnosis for a patient – or suggests a patient care pathway - the program double checks if it agrees with his analysis of the data. It flags if it has concerns and lays out recommended next steps for Abdullah to take to double check that this is the best path forward
- Also, his computer program links with several image-based diagnostic apps which he and his team use to make more timely and accurate diagnoses

Impact:
- With AI, Abdullah has a means to double check his thinking, ask for clinical guidance, and double check his diagnoses, which he finds very comforting and affirming
- With AI image diagnostic tools, Abdullah and his team are able to diagnose, and then provide treatment to, patients which he wasn’t able to previously (for example, in the past he had to refer patients with hearing problems to an ENT in a nearby city, now he can diagnose and treat them himself)
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<td></td>
<td></td>
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<tr>
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III. Example Companies Across Groupings of AI Use Cases and Categories

In addition, Figures 12 through 15 provide further detail on these AI use cases and groupings by laying out example companies in each use case category and painting a picture of the potential impacts on individual lives from these types of AI applications.

**Figure 12:** Example Providers Within the AI-enabled Population Health Grouping

**Figure 13:** Example Providers Within the Frontline Health Worker (FHW) Virtual Health Assistant Groupings of AI Use Cases
Figure 14: Example Providers in the Patient Virtual Health Assistant Groupings of AI Use Cases

Figure 15: Example Providers Within the Physician Clinical Decision Support Groupings of AI Use Cases
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